I. PsycINFO
PsycINFO will lead you to journal articles, books, book chapters, and dissertations in the behavioral sciences. To use it, go to the library’s Databases by Subject page. Click on Psychology and Counseling, then on PsycINFO.

Tabs at the top take you to three different levels of searches: Basic, Advanced, and the new Visual.

The next line shows the kind of search: keyword (default), thesaurus (for finding subjects), cited references, and indexes.

Use Advanced Search to narrow your search to authors, title words, etc.

- Type in your topic, then click on Search.
- Mark records that interest you.
- Click on Folder has items.
- Email, print or save the citations, abstracts, or articles.

Look for the Get it button for additional services for that article, including full text.
PsycINFO has many foreign-language entries, but you can limit to English-language items. You can also limit to articles with bibliographies online, to a specific journal, to a year or range of years, and several other ways.

II. Get it for full text and other services
If the article says it has full text, just click on that link. If not, look for the Get it button.

Click on Get it for a menu of services. If there is any full text, it will be at the top.

If there is no electronic text, the Check libraries section will tell you if we have the journal in print, with a brief summary of volumes and years owned. The catalog link will give you the complete rundown on years, volumes, and issues we own.

Use ILLiad to request your article or book if we don’t have it in print or electronic form. You must register before using ILLiad.

If you already have a citation, use Journal Finder to see if we have it in electronic form or the catalog to see if we have it in print. If not, request it through the ILLiad service, after registering online to use it.
III. RefWorks
RefWorks is a web-based citation manager. It keeps track of your citations and can produce footnotes, endnotes, and bibliographies. Many databases can send citations directly to RefWorks so you don’t have to type in information. You must sign up for an account to use the service.

Other databases to consider: MEDLINE (for physiological and clinical psychology, pharmacology and psychiatry), Academic Search Complete (for a little of everything), PsycARTICLES (full text of APA journals, but it’s all covered in PsycINFO), Psychology and Behavioral Science Collection, Mental Measurements Yearbook (psychological tests), and SocINDEX with Full Text (social psychology).

If you have questions about library research, Ask A Librarian
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